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“Why don’t your anaconda want none?”

ELIZABETH CRISMAN: It’s on probation.
EMMA RENNIE:  She’s only interested in other reptiles. If you’re a lizard person you might 
have a chance.
LARA SEYBERT: It’s too busy worrying about the futility of existence.
SAM SEXTON: It ate a bison and doesn’t need additional nutrition for at least a year.

        
        Scientists say that Portland’s favorite nearby volcano, Mount St. Helens, is showing 
signs of  reawakening after a long dormant period. Its eruption in 1980 was a shitstorm 
of  ash, and nobody wants that. Could Portland soon be subject to another attack from 
Mother Nature? And if  so, why have we angered her?

        Some members of  the Reed community are already self-concious about what we 
might have done (or not done) in order to provoke such threats. Julie Fry, Professor of  
Chemistry, wonders if  our institution should regret not having a Geology department. 
“Perhaps if  the sciences at Reed paid more attention to the existence of  volcanic activity, 
Mount St. Helens wouldn’t be so frustrated with us. I think maybe we’re guilty of  erasure 
and she feels invalidated.”

        Classics major Thalia Dennis ‘16 has another theory. “Hephaestus is definitely 
pissed off  at us for not giving him enough credit in Hum 110. Basically we just laugh at 
him for that time Aphrodite cheated on him with Ares, and we never acknowledge that 
he was a fucking badass. He’s tired of  being teased and he wants to show us who’s boss.”

        In any case, don’t get too worried -- it might not even erupt anytime soon, but 
even if  it does, ehh, we can handle it. We’re kind of  used to having a campus constantly 
covered in ash.

By ER

Reed Students Single-Handedly 
Destroy Facebook

      So apparently a committee is about to be appointed and assigned the task of  
choosing this year’s commencement speaker. On the one hand, I’d love to have a say 
in who will speak before I receive my diploma and leave this unholy place for ever 
more; on the other hand, thesis. Thus, I bequeath to you, my children, this list of  my 
top choices. Go forth and represent me on the hallowed committee. Do it for Honor. 
Do it for Timé. Do it for maybe like a cookie or something.

 OJ Simpson
 Shrek
 Eddie Murphey, in character as Donkey
 Douglas Spink
 An actual anaconda (who don’t)
 Lindsay Lohan
 Commons George
 Richard Simmons, sweaty and sans shirt
 Charles Manson
 Michel Foucault
 The movie version of  the Last Airbender
 Dwight Schrute
 Bo Obama
 Miss Piggy
 A furry. Any furry.
 Smitty Werbenjagermanjensen (He was #1)
 North West
 A selection of  campus dogs, taking turns
 Siri
 CatDog
 Pat Robertson
 Jeffree Starr (Internet Royalty)
 That guy from Smash Mouth
 George Takei
 Hodor

Commencement Speaker Suggestions

By LS, ER, EC

Angry Volcano Gods Awaken:
Are Reedies Responsible?

By EC

By LS

A Pick-up Line for Every Major!
(not actually every major)

In our neverending quest to improve the social lives of  Reedies, the staff  at the Pam-
phlette has compiled major-specific pickup lines sure to get Senpai to notice you.

Biology: “You look like a model organism to me, honey. Mind if  I isolate your genes?”

Chemistry: “Are you a catalyst? I feel my activation energy getting closer.”

Psychology: “When we turn out the lights, baby, you can pretend I’m your mother. I 
don’t mind.”

Linguistics: “Take me to the fourth floor so I can transform your D-structure.”

Physics: “Are you a particle physicist? Because I see a Hadron in your future.”

Sociology: “Let’s reexamine the societal value of  clothing.” 

Math:  “Are we a Cauchy sequence? Because I’m really hoping that the distance between 
our terms eventually converges to zero.”

Philosophy: “Are you Plato? Cause I don’t ever want to leave your cave.”

Political Science:  “How does your feeling thermometer rate my platform?”

Religion: “Blessed are your genitals, for they shall inherit the world.”

Theatre: “Let’s do it with an audience.”

Economics: “If  I demand your supply, will you increase production?”

Anthropology: “Are you into semiotics? Because I’m Saussure I want to Pierce you 
tonight.”

Classics: “Are you a satyr play? Because I’d love to tie a phallus on for you.”

Who’s more inspirational? You decide.

You can practically smell the sass.

 
        With the advent of  yet another poorly-received change to Facebook’s policies, 
Reed students are migrating in droves to a new social network, Ello. Despite its 
current shortcomings, including the lack of  a privacy system, many Reedies are 
harkening it as the anti-corporate answer to their social media woes. This mass revolt 
has left Facebook on shaky footing, CEO Mark Zuckerberg revealed in an interview 
on Friday.

     “We never expected so much backlash from the anti-pseudonym policy. It’s as 
if  people expected one of  the largest companies on the planet to be sympathetic to 
the needs of  traditionally underrepresented or unrecognized groups. However, the 
Reed students have shown us the error of  our ways. Our only hope is to rescind the 
policy and offer an unsatisfying apology. Please come back. We depend on your 2am 
comments wars about cultural appropriation to stay afloat.” Zuckerberg shed a single 
tear.

        However, Reedies show no signs of  forgiving Facebook. “The whole giant-
corporation-selling-our-data-and-controlling-our-information thing was almost 
tolerable, but the implicit erasure of  trans and non-binary identities? No way are we 
going to stand for it,” reported Hanna Olaffsen, a junior philosophy major. “Ello’s 
incredibly vague yet idealistic manifesto has spoken to me in a way Facebook never 
did. Plus it has a great minimalist aesthetic.”

Got something in your eye, Mark?


